
ICONS & WHAT THEY MEAN
Many Media Types, One Regrettable Path

Wherever you see the                          logo receding into nothingness, click on it to get information on individual mod-
ules. Usually, this logo is in the upper right corner of the module. Otherwise, here’s what the icons in the dark, malignant 
heart of the BAD MIND TIME™ experience mean [all modules are in FLASH unless noted otherwise]:

1.  Sayings of the Ded™:  Roll over those skulls to hear what they have to say,  click on the soundtrack button to 
hear my lovely Requiemette™.

2.  DigiGallery™:  A collection of digital imaging styles. Visit & regret! [HTML]

3.  Advanced Circus™:  OK, this is that zeitgeisterrific, zero-dimensional interactive game featuring those legendary 
Dancing Butt Figures™.  Move ‘em around to create amazing acrobatic and/or erotic feats, or press special keys to, 
uhm, kill ‘em.

4.  Stones™:  My hypertexted novella of forty short stories presented in over a thousand random fragments. You are 
the connective tissue between them! [SHOCKWAVE]

5.  Blob Sez™:  Graphic novel/underground comix featuring Blob™,  amorphous protoplasm making a brave career 
move to New Age stand-up comedian. [HTML and FLASH]

6.  Body Painting™ :  Paint stunning digital landscapes with body parts, circuit boards, text,  and visual junk just by 
pressing different keys. [SHOCKWAVE]

7.  The New Bad Poetry™:  Using the advanced Wonderful Meaningfulness Deconstruction™ (WMD) algorithm,  
you can create your own bad poetry—without the fuss’n’muss of loss or emotional entanglements, or chemical ad-
dictions!  Just type like you normally would! [SHOCKWAVE]

8.  American Sock™:  This is an interactive preview of the digital film (see DVD). [YouTube VIDEO]

9.  Let’s Get Critical™:  Artistically and aesthetically bankrupt? Let’s Get Critical™ will generate an original idea for 
you,  provide critical commentary on your current artistic direction, and pour the entire mess into your very own 
screenplay! [SHOCKWAVE]

10.  Web Symphony™ and 11.  Granulatrix™:  Play glorious post-everything electro- and-acoustic music just by 
typing on your keyboard! SuperNeat!™

12.  ElectroShock Funtime™:  Because we all enjoy administering a little pain once in a while, right?

13. DigiMusic™:  More digital music to explore, plus an artsy mini-festo™.

14. Dave Saga™ :  At the heart of the BAD MIND TIME™ experience there’s Dave Saga™,  an interactive soap opera/
sitcom featuring a cast of headless, stylized nude characters, including Dave™, whose thorazine- muted visions mix 
TV and real life (this was way before reality TV,  and even Seinfeld, for that matter). Just click on everybody to see 
what they have to say. Be sure to click on the sound track button for some inspiring contemporary throat singing!

15.  Robot Cat Dances™ and 16.  Wack Opera™ [SHOCKWAVE]:  Two BAD MIND TIME™ Classic Look™ mod-
ules, featuring our favorite boxy kitties and the world’s smallest digital opera.

17.  Arkiv™:  A set of modules from previous versions of BAD MIND TIME™. Explore and enjoy the following retirees:

 • Cyberpuppets (1998). Interactive puppets, featuring Happy Deth Puppet™, Trudy, Ian, and the Non-Sexual Puppets™. 
[SHOCKWAVE]

 • Project Noir™ (1998-2001). Interactive text and media player [SHOCKWAVE]

 • Music Balls™ (1999-2002). Interactive music player. [SHOCKWAVE]

 • To Do List™ Interactive (2002). Interactive sketch that developed into the film Sticky Notes™ (2008)

 • Trip™ (2000). Interactive mind massage. [SHOCKWAVE]
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